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ABSTRACT: Globally, there is a growing trend of teaching and learning academic courses in English in higher education (HE). The objective of this study is to examine the impact of English-medium instruction (EMI) on the academic performance of engineering students at A’ Sharqiyah University in Oman. The study employed a purposive sampling technique, together with a case study strategy and a qualitative interpretive approach, to examine the impact of EMI on the academic performance and studies of engineering students. A total of ten engineering students and five engineering instructors were asked to complete an open-ended survey. Furthermore, two classroom observations were conducted to gather data on students’ proficiency in communication within engineering-related disciplines. The data obtained from the open-ended survey and observations were analyzed. The findings demonstrated that EMI exerted both beneficial and detrimental impacts on students’ academic performance. Advice was provided on how to address the difficulties arising from English Medium Instruction (EMI).
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INTRODUCTION

The use of English as a medium of instruction refers to the practice of teaching academic courses in places where the majority of the population does not have English as their first language (L1) (Dearden, 2014). Although there are clear hazards associated with adopting this strategy in terms of the local language or languages and classroom processes, the EMI juggernaut appears to be making progress in non-English speaking countries (Kedzierski, 2016). Undoubtedly, there are advantages to utilizing EMI for both students and instructors. However, adopting it also entails that students are compelled to acquire knowledge in their fundamental courses using a foreign language (Kim, 2020).
predominant medium of instruction is rapidly expanding worldwide, particularly in contexts where the majority of individuals have a different native language and, in some cases, a second or even third language (Vu, 2014).

EMI has become an essential part of school curriculum worldwide due to its substantial expansion (Selvi, 2020). Globalization has significantly contributed to the expansion of EMI, since English has become indispensable for facilitating worldwide academic exchange, encouraging the advancement of knowledge, enabling professional mobility, and fostering progress (Montgomery, 2004). Nevertheless, the adoption of EMI has presented several challenges for both subject instructors and students. In 2017, Al-Issa conducted a study on the impact of EMI on the Arabic literacy of students in the United Arab Emirates. The investigation uncovered irrefutable data indicating a clear decline in literacy in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), despite the continued use and everyday spoken usage of Arabic as a dialect.

Furthermore, universities and colleges worldwide are striving to enhance their systems to be more internationally competitive and to prepare their graduates for the global job market. In countries outside the English-speaking world, their efforts have often resulted in a significant increase in the number of EMI academic programs (Bradford, 2018). In EFL/ESL contexts, this trend is causing faculty members to face increased pressure when it comes to program design, course delivery, and classroom management (Bradford, 2018).

The judgments that lecturers make about their pedagogical approach are of utmost importance in EMI instruction. Encouraging student participation and promoting effective learning are greatly influenced by the design and implementation of lesson plans in the classroom (Chen, Han & Wright, 2020). Implementing an exclusive English language policy inside the classroom can significantly influence students' academic achievements. Students often exhibit limited English competence throughout their academic journey (Williams & Cooke 2002; Dutcher 2004; Aliou, Brock-Utne, Diallo, Heugh, & Wolff, 2006). There is a notable disparity between the level of English language skills that learners possess and the expectations of the curriculum when students move from their first language (L1) to English as a medium of instruction (EMI). The language competence levels of students are sometimes insufficient for them to learn disciplinary information at the proper grade levels. While the specific requirements may differ based on the context, educational practices often impose significant linguistic demands on students in their English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) programs (Clegg & Simpson, 2016). Moreover, apart from the specific demands of acquiring grammar, vocabulary, and register specific to a particular subject, learners may not always fulfill all the general language-related expectations (Clegg & Simpson, 2016).

This study employed a qualitative interpretive method, utilizing a case study technique, open-ended survey, and classroom observations, to examine the impact of English Medium
Instruction (EMI) on the academic performance and studies of engineering students in Oman. The relevance of this study lies in its scale and its potential to aid EAP and engineering teachers in mitigating the adverse impact of EMI on students' academic performance.

Objectives and statement of the problem

The objective of this study was to examine the perspectives of engineering students and instructors on the impact of EMI on students' academic performance. It tried to address the subsequent research questions:

1. What’s the positive impact of EMI on the academic achievement of engineering students?

2. What’s the negative impact of EMI on the academic achievement of engineering students?

3. What are the best strategies to treat/ alleviate the negative effects of EMI on the academic achievement of engineering students?

LITERATURE REVIEW

Research indicates that EMI can have varying effects on the academic achievement of EFL/ESL students, depending on the proficiency levels of both the students and the content teachers.

Vidal and Jarvis (2018) utilized the Oxford Placement Test, the CEFR writing scale, and three metrics of lexical diversity to evaluate the effects of three years of English instruction on the proficiency level, essay quality, and lexical diversity of 195 undergraduate students (96 third year and 99 first year) at a Spanish university. Based on the results, the learners' proficiency in their second language (L2) increased considerably. There was a minor rise in the ratings of essay quality, although it was evident. However, there was no significant improvement in the scores for lexical diversity. The study would have been more advantageous if it had incorporated interviews with students and subject instructors to get their viewpoints on the impact of EMI on learning experiences and academic achievement. Instead, the study solely relied on textual analysis of the students' essays.

In a recent study, Al-Bakri (2017) examined the perspectives of students on the implementation of the English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) policy at a public higher education institution in Oman. The study aimed to investigate the impact of EMI on students' academic performance and learning experiences. The findings indicated that a significant number of students either welcomed or endorsed the EMI policy due to practical considerations, such as potential job opportunities in the future.
Furthermore, Al-Bakri illustrated how students with little English proficiency have been marginalized as a result of the use of English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI). It had an adverse psychological impact on them as well. Consequently, the EMI policy faced controversy due to its denial of equal educational opportunities to specific students, placing them at a disadvantage.

A recommendation was made in response to EMI that the quality of English language instruction in schools should be improved to better equip students for their tertiary education. It is imperative for all universities to provide Arabic Medium Instruction (AMI) courses to facilitate students' comprehension of the academic subjects they are learning. Finally, to enhance their pedagogical abilities, educators should be provided with access to professional development opportunities. Scatolini corroborated Al-Bakri's overarching findings in 2020.

Al-Bakri (2017) simultaneously took a critical stance against EMI. The researcher's critique of EMI lacks a viable alternative to English that would allow students to effectively acquire their core curriculum and achieve comparable employment performance to English speakers upon graduation.

In addition, it would have been advantageous to incorporate the viewpoints of subject teachers and EAP instructors about their students' English-language learning experiences through interviews. The study primarily utilized interviews as the major approach to collect information on students' experiences with English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) learning. The inclusion of other quantitative data gathering methods would have enhanced the quality of the outcomes.

**METHODOLOGY**

The primary aim of this research is to analyze and thoroughly understand the viewpoints of Omani engineering students and their instructors on the impact of English Medium Instruction (EMI) on their academic performance and studies.

A qualitative methodology was utilized to assist in addressing the study aims and difficulties, as well as to comprehend social phenomena. Dörnyei and Taguchi (2010) argue that the choice of methodological technique in research should be both pertinent to the research questions and aligned with the study's theme.

The necessary data was obtained using an open-ended survey and observations of instruction and interactions during classroom-based learning. The main approach used to collect data was an open-ended survey, which allowed the researcher to obtain comprehensive data from both engineering instructors and students. The student questions were conducted in Arabic, and the data transcription and coding were likewise carried out in Arabic. Furthermore, the relevant accounts were translated into English.
Given that the research specifically examined a cohort of engineering students enrolled in an English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) program at A’Sharqiyah University, a case study approach was employed. The case study technique enables a thorough examination of a subject within a limited timeframe. The case study technique was advantageous for the current research as it allowed for a more comprehensive understanding of the participants' ideas and attitudes on the influence of EMI on their engineering education and academic performance.

The researcher chose to use purposeful sampling. The group is comprised of fifteen participants, including five engineering teachers and ten engineering students specializing in various fields of engineering such as communication and electronics, civil, environmental, and construction. Every participant was assigned a code (Inst1–Inst 5 for instructors and S1—S10 for students) in order to maintain anonymity. The participants were inquired about their perspectives on EMI, including their assessments of the favorable and unfavorable consequences of EMI, as well as their approaches to addressing the associated difficulties. The participants were explicitly informed that they had the freedom to withdraw from the research at any given moment, without the obligation to provide an explanation. Purposeful sampling aims to discover and describe the primary concepts found in the case under investigation (Patton, 2002).

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

The impact of EMI on students' academic performance and learning experiences can be either positive or negative. Although it may enhance their English language fluency, it might also impede their capacity to acquire pertinent knowledge, proficiency and skills. This section analyzes the impact of English Medium Instruction (EMI) on students' academic performance and studies, using the collected evidence. The study's findings are analyzed in accordance with the research questions.

**Research question 1:** “What’s the positive impact of EMI on engineering students’ academic achievement?”

Instructors reported the following responses:

Inst1: “The students get to know, learn, and practice new engineering terminologies which support them academically. 65% of the students in my class are of the opinion that they find EMI useful for their knowledge and future. EMI helps the students greatly in communication with the outside world. EMI significantly provides exposure to the field of engineering. It introduces them to the ongoing development and research in the field of engineering. It assists them to find employment in firms and companies where engineering is practiced daily in and out, invariably, making use of English language formally.”
Inst2: “EMI helps our engineering students dive into the heart of global engineering dialogue, giving the English skills needed to keep up with international trends and research. It also opens broader career and academic prospects, as many top engineering firms and universities operate in English. In addition, the challenge of learning in a second language can sharpen critical thinking, which is invaluable in engineering problem-solving.”

Inst3: “Most of the engineering data, data sheets, patents are available in English. Hence EMI can help students to, effectively, grasp the underlying principles of research papers published in western world or global database.”

Inst4: “English can indeed be considered one of the best mediums of education, given its global relevance, access to resources, and opportunities it offers. However, the emphasis should be on promoting multilingualism and preserving diverse heritages.”

Inst5: “EMI brings added value to students, most notably by improving students’ English proficiency and by furthering their global and intercultural competence.”

Students reported the following responses:

S1: “I think EMI can have a positive impact on academic achievement by improving language skills. Also, it can enhance their language proficiency. Additionally, EMI can improve their communication skills which are essential in the globalized world of engineering. Overall, EMI can contribute to the academic success of engineering students by providing them with the necessary language skills and exposure to thrive in their field.”

S2: “Through EMI, students can improve their language skills in English which is a global language in the field of engineering. In addition. Students can get access to wider resources as many engineering references and research papers are available in English, which expands access to knowledge. Furthermore, EMI facilitates communication and cooperation with engineers and researchers from around the world. EMI prepares students to work in international business environments where English is the primary language.”

S3: “EMI can enhance comprehension of technical concepts, facilitate access to global knowledge, improve communication skills in a widely used language, and better prepare students for international opportunities in their field. Additionally, exposure to English can broaden students’ perspectives and encourage collaboration with peers from diverse background.”

S4: “We strengthen our English language as in the future we may work with non-Arabic speakers in engineering firms.”

S5: “EMI will make it easier for us in the future when we deal with foreign investors.”

S6: “EMI helps students acquire and develops English language skills.”
S7: “EMI helps us in our training in the work environment, as English is a global language in more than 70 countries. We can easily discuss with our foreign instructors. We achieve better in the field of engineering as it is a major specialty and requires good knowledge of the English language.”

S8: “EMI Increases our English language skills and keep our pace with the modern era and what the labor market requires, as employment now requires good knowledge of the English language. I believe that studying engineering in English is a positive thing for the student.”

S9: “Using English as the medium of instruction is beneficial to me and helps me advance my competency and language proficiency. I also struggled with speaking, writing, and reading, but [after enrolling in the degree program], things started to become much better. Since English is the language of instruction in college, this has helped me get better at the language.”

S10: “Although it can be difficult for us, learning in English has improved our language skills and allowed us to pick up new vocabulary.”

**Research questions 2:** What's the negative impact of EMI on engineering students’ academic achievement?

Instructors reported the following responses:

Inst1: “For native English speakers, there’s no negative impact. However, for those whose native mother tongue is not English, it, significantly, affects the thinking and innovation. A child sees the world through its mother tongue. Since English language has become universal and perse the basic language of engineering education and practice the students especially non-native speakers must make significant efforts to contemplate and comprehend. For those students whose schooling is in another language, the situation is more critical. 50% of students in my class are of the opinion as mentioned in the previous statement.”

Inst2: “In my opinion, Omani students may face some challenges with EMI such as anxiety, frustration, tension, fear and embarrassment.”

Inst3: “Engineering students can express their natural responses against any engineering challenges in the language in a more effective and wholistic way. But most of the engineering tools and software are in English. Hence, there’s an extra burden to learn the language.”

Inst4: “The downside of EMI is that it can be tough for students who aren’t yet comfortable with English. It might hold them back from fully understanding complex engineering concepts if they are still grappling with the language barrier. This can lead to a lack of
confidence or participation in class, and potentially hinders their overall academic performance.”

Inst5: “Using English language as the medium of instruction and assessment causes anxiety, frustration, tension, fear, embarrassment and, ultimately, poor educational outcomes. In addition, EMI deprives the students of their basic rights to effective understanding, communication, interaction, discussion and inquiry.”

Students reported the following responses:

S1: “Studying engineering in English may negatively impact students’ academic achievement due to difficulty in comprehension and communication. It increases psychological pressure and decreases confidence. However, these challenges can be alleviated by providing appropriate support.”

S2: “The challenges I face include language difficulty, translation and misunderstanding, stress and pressure, concentration, cultural challenges”

S3: “Understanding engineering concepts presented in English can be difficult. EMI may hinder effective communication between students and instructors leading to misunderstandings in asking questions or seeking clarification. EMI reduce engagement and causes psychological stress.”

S4: “Students who are poor in English face difficulty in understanding complex engineering terms. Some students lose their marks because they don’t understand what instructors say in the class and when they answer exam questions.”

S5: “The student resorts to using technical means to translate difficult words, which affects the student’s level of achievement and postpones lessons due to the difficulty of the English language for the student. The engineering major depends a lot on the level of understanding more than memorization, as this language contributes to the difficulty of understanding for the engineering student, especially in understanding the practical problems in the final exams.”

S6: “The students face difficult terms in the curricula, which leads to losing grades.”

S7: “We face difficulty in dealing with the English language because it is not our mother tongue. Some engineering terms are difficult to learn and require time to absorb.”

S8: “My study was negatively impacted by using English as the primary language of instruction. Instead of focusing on my content courses, I should dedicate a significant amount of time to improving my English. Our precious time has been largely consumed by English. Moreover, I have trouble understanding exams because of the technical terms and instructions utilized, which may influence my academic performance and grades. I must practice a lot for my presentations because of English, rather than concentrating on my
major studies. In addition, I must spend time doing research, defining technical terms, and looking up new words. Because of my poor English, I have trouble following and understanding engineering courses. To complete my tasks before the deadline, I also need a lot of time to plan and write them. These might all be viewed as obstacles that have a significant effect on both my academic achievement and degree.”

S9: "I believed that the required EMI is a time waster and the reason behind my low content learning. Learning English took up time that could have been spent researching the subject matter.”

S10: "EMI has undoubtedly had a negative effect on my studies, but it has also helped me identify my strengths and weaknesses, particularly with regard to English. My inability to write well in English has affected my projects, essays, assignments, and tests.”

Research questions 3: “What are the best strategies to treat/ alleviate the negative effects of EMI on the academic achievement of engineering students?”

Instructors reported the following responses:

Inst1: “It’s important to introduce English language comprehension skills since the start of schools. Hard core policy changed by the government is the need of the hour. Students in my class feel that it’s important for them to learn and acquire skills in the English language so that they do not lag behind the world which is in leaps and bounds with technology and innovation. For the personality development, skill enhancement, job opportunities, technological advancement, the entire education must be invariably in English.”

Inst2: “Strategies to cope with EMI challenges include offering EMI support program for students, defining clear learning outcomes for Arabic an English language contents, developing interdisciplinary teaching, developing textbooks and learning resources that are comprehensive for EMI learners, using simplified and clear explanations.”

Inst3: “A balanced level education since school classrooms will fulfil the need. There must be course taught in native languages and few in English. A hybrid mode will be the way out.”

Inst4: “A good strategy to mitigate the negatives would be to provide additional language support alongside engineering coursework. This could include English tutoring sessions focused on technical vocabulary and concepts. Encouraging collaborative work can also help, as students often learn language skills effectively from peers. And it’s important to ensure that assessments are fair, assessing students ‘knowledge rather than English proficiency.”
Inst5: “I tend to develop coping mechanisms to avoid EMI. For example, if there are a few spelling mistakes in students’ reports, I will just overlook them because for me, yes, I am not here to teach them English.”

Students suggested the following as strategies to cope with EMI challenges.

1/ Providing language support, creating a supporting learning environment, using diverse educational resources, boosting self-confidence, and supporting mental health.

2/ Improving English language skills through active participation in lessons and lectures, using additional resources, cooperation with colleagues and professors, self-motivation, and good planning.

3/ Creating language support programs, multilingual materials, active learning strategies, clear communication channels, peer support networks, culturally sensitive teaching practices, professional development for instructors.

4/ Students should be exposed to intensive “English for Engineering” courses before studying engineering subjects.

5/ Using various interactive means and using clear and simple words

6/ Intensifying English language learning workshops

7/ Courses must be intensified so that the student acquires the skill of speaking and writing in English

8/ Connecting with engineering staff on regular basis for advice on dealing with engineering contents.

9/ Applying various strategies such as translating, memorizing, using on-line applications to improve engineering vocabulary.

10/ Forming group study to exchange ideas on complex engineering issues.

Findings from class observations revealed that 65 % to 70% of the students were able to interact with their instructor and with their peers, using technical engineering jargon. However, linguistic errors such as sentence construction and pronunciations were spotted. Around 30% of the students in the class struggled with their communication, as they mostly resorted to L1.

In conclusion, the findings of the current study supported the findings from previous studies, in relation to the positive and negative impact of EMI on students’ academic performance.
DISCUSSION

The majority of participants expressed a favorable opinion of EMI, as they believed it enhanced their English fluency and would greatly benefit their future academic and professional pursuits. This viewpoint arises from the extensive utilization of the English language in the current labor force and the high requirement for skilled engineers who possess proficient language abilities in both local and international job marketplaces. The study's findings suggest that EMI can significantly impact students' future employment. The impact of this influence might be either positive or detrimental, depending on its effect on academic progress in engineering and English language skills.

Nevertheless, the findings indicated that Omani engineering students who participated expressed the perception that they had to allocate a significant amount of time to studying English instead of concentrating on the technical components of their courses due to the mandatory use of English as a medium of instruction (EMI).

Ultimately, students derived significant advantages from EMI sessions as they enhanced their proficiency and linguistic abilities. However, some students began to assume that their lack of comprehension and inability to learn the necessary skills placed them at a disadvantage only because of the language barrier in their chosen field of study. Moreover, the survey findings indicated that it is necessary for language and subject instructors to work together in order to enhance students' language proficiency. However, to do this at a systemic level, it is necessary for teaching staff members from various programs and sectors to collaborate.

CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Notwithstanding the challenges it presented, the evidence derived from observations and the survey unambiguously demonstrates that EMI enhanced students' learning. Students perceived that EMI provided them with a chance to enhance their language proficiency, as seen by their responses, despite the accompanying barriers and difficulties. Therefore, it is important to promote and sustain the use of EMI in Omani engineering education, since it enhances students' language skills and increases their chances of securing high-quality employment in engineering-related sectors. However, a significant number of participants expressed concerns about EMI and its potential impact on their GPAs and academic achievements.

The study yields some results and ideas that might be implemented to improve the quality, content, and presentation of EAP courses. Furthermore, they might assist engineering teachers in delivering their subject courses in English and supporting students in overcoming language-related barriers and difficulties. The findings of this study may also be valuable for those involved in developing teacher training programs and educational materials for English for Academic Purposes (EAP) and English for Specific Purposes
This has the potential to mitigate the potential harm that English Medium Instruction (EMI) might inflict upon students. Furthermore, the study proposes that in order to mitigate the adverse impacts of EMI on students' academic performance and studies, collaboration between engineering professors and EAP teachers is necessary to enhance students' language proficiency in their engineering courses. To fully unlock the immense potential of EMI higher education in Oman, it is imperative that engineering professors undergo training in pedagogical matters and the efficient and purposeful utilization of EMI.

**Future research**

Despite acknowledging the constraints of a limited sample size, this study diligently implemented the required safety measures to accomplish its goals. The purpose of this study is not to make broad generalizations, but rather to analyze the viewpoints of instructors and students on the influence of English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) on the academic achievement of engineering students at A’ Sharqiyah University, Oman. Further studies should be conducted using a bigger sample size and a quantitative research technique to gain a better understanding of how EMI is implemented in educational institutions that share a comparable field.
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